We investigated Al n S − ͑n =3-15͒ and Al n S 2 − ͑n =7-15͒ clusters with mass spectrometry and photoelectron spectroscopy. We found that Al 13 is relatively robust when it reacts with sulfur atoms, indicating that it has some superatomic character. However, Al 13 cannot be simply considered as a superatom when it interacts with sulfur due to the following reasons: Al 13 's icosahedral structure has been distorted slightly by sulfur atoms; the vertical detachment energies and adiabatic detachment energies of Al 13 However, a recent paper by Han et al. 9 argued that the extra electron charge is mostly localized on Al n for all Al n I − and Al n I 2 − clusters, therefore, they suggested that the electron charge localization in Al 13 I − and Al 13 I 2 − does not correlate with any superatomic behavior but has a simple electrostatic explanation. They also pointed out that the molecular orbital perturbation by two iodine atoms for Al 15 − is quite similar to that for Al 13 − , which means Al 13 is not special when it interacts with iodine. Although it has been agreed by those authors that Al 13 can be viewed as a superatom in the case of KAl 13 , it is uncertain whether Al 13 cluster can be considered as a superatom in general term.
metric structure has been found to be a highly symmetric, regular icosahedron, which is remarkably stable. Owing to its high electron affinity, special geometric and electronic structure, it has been suggested by theoreticians that Al 13 can be viewed as a "superatom" or "superhalogen." 4 Many experiments have been carried out to investigate the superatom properties of Al 13 . Thomas and co-workers 5, 6 conducted mass spectrometric and anion photoelectron spectroscopic studies on LiAl n − and KAl n − clusters. Their studies show that LiAl 13 and KAl 13 clusters might contain ionic bonding between the alkali cations and intact Al 13 − subunits. Bergeron et al. 7 found that Al 13 I − is very stable and the extra electron charge in Al 13 I − is mostly localized at the Al 13 unit. The same authors also found that the pronounced stability of Al 13 I n − clusters is associated with complementary pairs of iodine atoms occupying the on-top sites on the opposing Al atoms of the Al 13 core. 8 These experimental results have been considered as strong support to the theoretical prediction of superhalogen Al 13 .
However, a recent paper by Han et al. 9 argued that the extra electron charge is mostly localized on Al n for all Al n I − and Al n I 2 − clusters, therefore, they suggested that the electron charge localization in Al 13 I − and Al 13 I 2 − does not correlate with any superatomic behavior but has a simple electrostatic explanation. They also pointed out that the molecular orbital perturbation by two iodine atoms for Al 15 − is quite similar to that for Al 13 − , which means Al 13 is not special when it interacts with iodine. Although it has been agreed by those authors that Al 13 can be viewed as a superatom in the case of KAl 13 , it is uncertain whether Al 13 cluster can be considered as a superatom in general term.
We would like to propose that, in order to be considered as a general superatom, a cluster must be able to participate into chemical reactions as a whole unit and maintain its integrity before and after the reactions; further, it should be able to participate in many types of reactions and still maintain its integrity in those reactions. Based on that proposal, Al 13 should be able to participate in many other reactions if it is, in general, a superatom. Hence, we decided to test the superatom properties of Al 13 via its interaction with sulfur.
The experiments were conducted on a home-built apparatus consisting of a time-of-flight mass spectrometer and a magnetic-bottle photoelectron spectrometer, which has been described elsewhere. 10 The Al n S m − clusters anions were produced by laser vaporization of an Al/S mixture disk target, cooled with helium carrier gas, and mass-analyzed with the time-of-flight ͑TOF͒ mass spectrometer. Size-selected Al n S m − clusters anions were photodetached with 266 nm photons. And the resultant electrons were energy-analyzed with the magnetic-bottle photoelectron spectrometer. The resolution of the magnetic-bottle photoelectron spectrometer was ϳ40 meV at electron kinetic energy of ϳ1 eV. The photoelectron spectra were calibrated with known spectra of Cu − and Au − . Figure 1 shows a comparison between the mass spectra of cluster anions generated by laser ablation of a pure aluminum target and an Al/S mixture target ͑Al/S atomic ratio 150:1͒. In the mass spectrum obtained with the pure aluminum target ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒, the Al 13 − mass peak is significantly higher than its neighbors. Addition of sulfur into aluminum target changed the TOF mass spectrum dramatically. As we can see, in the mass spectrum ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒ obtained with the Al/S mixture target, the Al 13 − mass peak does not show any special intensity although the percentage of sulfur in the sample is only about ϳ0.66%. It is worth mentioning that the mass intensities of Al 13 S − and Al 13 S 2 − are not special, either. Figure 2 presents the photoelectron spectra of Al n S − ͑n =3-15͒ and Al n S 2 − ͑n =7-15͒ cluster anions with 266 nm photons. The vertical detachment energies ͑VDEs͒ and adiabatic detachment energies ͑ADEs͒ of Al n S − and Al n S 2 − clus-ter anions estimated from the photoelectron spectra are listed in Table S1 . 11 Note the photoelectron spectra of small aluminum-sulfur clusters, such as Al n S − ͑n =1-9͒ and Al n S m − ͑n Յ 5, m Յ 3͒, have also been reported by Nakajima et al., 12, 13 our spectra are consistent with their work. Figure 3 shows the variation in VDEs and ADEs with the number of aluminum atoms ͑n͒ in Al n S − and Al n S 2 − clusters. We can observe an odd-even oscillation of VDEs and ADEs, that is, the Al n S − and Al n S 2 − clusters with odd numbers of aluminum atoms have relatively higher VDEs and ADEs than their even-sized neighbors ͑except for Al 3 S − ͒. This probably can be explained with the number of valence electrons in the clusters. Since the total number of valence electrons is even for even-sized Al n S and Al n S 2 neutral clusters, addition of an excess electron to the even-sized neutral clusters would result in one unpaired electron, while addition of the excess electron to the odd-sized neutral clusters would leave no unpaired electron. Therefore, the odd-sized cluster anions have relatively higher VDEs and ADEs than the evensized cluster anions. In Fig. 3 , the VDE of Al 11 S − cluster is the highest. We note that the total number of valence electrons in Al 11 S − including the negative charge is 40, which is jellium model close shell. It indicates that the electronic properties of Al n S clusters can still be explained with jellium model. We would also like to point out that the VDEs and ADEs of Al 13 S 1-2 − fit the general trend for all Al n S 1-2 − . We investigated the structures of Al n S − and Al n S 2 − ͑n =12,13͒ clusters with density functional calculations using the GAUSSIAN 03 program package 14 at B3LYP/6-31G ͑d͒ level. The geometries of the low-lying isomers obtained by theoretical calculations are shown in Fig. 4 . No symmetry constraint was imposed during the geometry optimizations. The vibrational frequencies were calculated to confirm that the structures are real minima. The total energies of all optimized structures were refined using single-point B3LYP/ 6-311+ G ‫ء‬ calculations. The calculated relative energies, VDEs, and ADEs of these isomers are summarized in Table I .
The low-energy isomers of Al 12 S − all have S atom occupying an exterior site rather than interior site. We have tried to put the S atom at the center of aluminum cage, such as I h -S@ Al 12 structure, as initial structures for geometric optimization, but found the cluster is relatively unstable when the S atom occupies the interior site. The calculated VDE and ADE of isomer 1A are in agreement with the experimental values. The theoretical VDEs of isomer 1B and 1C are close to the experimental data, but their relative energy are higher than isomer 1A and their ADEs are much lower than the experimental values. Thus, the existence of isomer 1B and 1C in our experiments can be excluded. Thus, isomer 1A might be the most possible isomer detected in our experiments. For Al 13 S − cluster, the isomers 3A and 3B are nearly degenerated in energy. Isomer 3A has C 2v symmetry with the S atom occupying a bridge site. And isomer 3B has C 3v symmetry with the S atom bonded to three Al atoms equally. The theoretical ADEs of isomer 3A and 3B are calculated to be 2.85 eV, very close to the experimental value ͑3.00 eV͒. The theoretical VDE of isomer 3B agrees with the experiment better than that of isomer 3A. The theoretical VDE of isomer 3C is also close to the experimental value. However, its theoretical ADE is far off. Consequently, we suggest that isomer 3B probably is what is observed in the experiments. It is quite clear that the S atom in Al 13 S − cluster also prefer to occupy the exterior site. In contrast to the large distortion of Al 12 's structure by sulfur atom, addition of sulfur atom to Al 13 causes very little deformation in the structure of Al 13 unit. For the low-lying isomers of Al 13 S 2 − , the S atoms also stay outside of the Al 13 unit. The VDEs of isomers 4A, 4B and 4C are all consistent with the experimental VDE of Al 13 S 2 − . The ADEs of isomers 4B and 4C are 2.37 and 2.05 eV, respectively. These values are far away from the experimental ADE ͑3.11 eV͒. The ADE of isomer 4A is about 0.55 eV lower than the experiment value, which can be considered as a reasonable agreement at this level of theory. Compared to the structure of Al 13 S − , the Al 13 unit in Al 13 S 2 − is more distorted than that in Al 13 S − , but the distortion is not so radical as that in Al 12 S 2 − . This indicates that Al 13 is more stable than Al 12 when it interacts with a sulfur atom. That is consistent with the characteristics of a superatom.
One major reason for Al 13 to be considered as superatom ͑superhalogen͒ is its high electron affinity. Since the electron affinity of Al 13 is much higher than that of sulfur atom ͑2.08 eV͒, we would expect most of the negative charge in Al 13 S − cluster to be localized on Al 13 . We investigated the charge distributions of Al 12 S − and Al 13 S − , and found that the excess electron is mainly localized on the Al n core, with about 0.65e on Al 12 and approximately from 0.60e to 0.65e on Al 13 . Al 13 is not very different from Al 12 in this case. These results support the suggestion of Han and Jung 9 that the localization of charge does not necessarily correlate with any superatomic behavior but has a simple electrostatic explanation. Analysis of charge distributions in Al 12 S 2 − and Al 13 S 2 − shows that the charges on Al 12 and Al 13 are 0.28e and 0.22e, respectively, which is not consistent with any superatomic property. To summarize, our results show that Al 13 is quite robust when it reacts with sulfur atoms. Addition of sulfur atoms to Al 13 causes only slightly deformation in Al 13 's icosahedral structure. That is somewhat consistent with the superatomic behavior. Nevertheless, the structures of Al 13 18 found that the isolated Al 13 − clusters react with HCl only if additional energy is supplied, indicating that Al 13 − is quite stable at low kinetic energy. However, the aluminum atoms can be ruptured away from Al 13 − clusters as soon as the reaction is initiated, which means Al 13 cannot keep its integrity upon reaction with HCl. It was found two decades ago that Al 13 − is quite inert when it reacts with O 2 . 19 Recently, Burgert et al. showed that the reaction rate of Al 13 − increased significantly when singlet oxygen was used instead of triplet oxygen. 20 And the theoretical calculations of Yuan et al. 21 suggest that the reaction between Al 13 − and O 2 is exothermic and the inertness of Al 13 − is mainly due to the presence of a reaction barrier ͑2.9-5.8 kcal/mol͒. These findings are in agreement with our study. Overall, we would like to suggest that Al 13 has some superatomic character and behavior, but it cannot be simply considered as a superatom in general term. 
